A quantitative study of dendrite complexity in selected areas of the human cerebral cortex.
This study seeks relationships between the degree of dendrite complexity of four areas of the human cerebral cortex and the type of function subserved by those areas. Quantitative studies of basilar dendrite patterns in the trunk and hand-finger receptive zones of areas 3 and 1, superior gyrus of the prefrontal cortex (area 9), and supramarginal gyrus (area 39) of the parietal lobe, in the left hemisphere of 10 subjects are reported. Measurements of dendrite complexity were based on the Sholl method of counting dendrite intersections with a series of superimposed concentric rings centered on the middle of the neuron soma. The data were analyzed graphically to show (1) characteristic dendrite profiles generated by cells in each of these areas, (2) comparisons between dendrite systems of two paired areas, i.e., trunk vs. hand-finger, and hand-finger vs. supramarginal, and (3) cumulative dendrite-ring intersection patterns for all areas studied. The data provided only partial support for our working hypothesis suggesting a relationship between complexity of the dendrite arbor and the nature of the computational tasks performed by the area. However, complexity of dendrite systems in the trunk area was found to be generally less than that of any other. In addition, there were suggestive associations between the complexity of dendrite systems of the hand-finger zone of the primary sensory receptive area and the nature of the work with which the individual had been associated during his/her working life. It proved more difficult to discern relationships between structure and function in the cortical associative areas. The study underlines the large degree of interindividual variation in dendrite structure and the need for much more extensive information about the life history of individuals who serve as subjects for this type of study.